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I am the mother of Cyril

“ Another,” said his companion, and a
MAIIVE_IÆGiSEATFRE, I rate the Milo Manufacturing Company—to
second piece of the same potent metal glit
incorporate the New York and Maine Gra
PUBLISHED-EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
SENATE.
chapter vin.
tered in the old man’s grasp.
nite Company-—to incorporate the East
JAMES K. RÉMICH.
TUESDAY, FEB. 28.
It is painful to observe how soon the
“ Well,” said Moulder, drawing a long
Thomaston Marsh Marble and Lime Rock
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. dead are forgotten. The tide of fashion, or
Several petitions referred and orders pass Company-to incorporate the Hill Fann
and heavy sigh, “ if you must you must!
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
| business, or pleasure, rolls on,— rapidly ob- I would rather you wouldn’t—I’m sure no ed in concurrence.
Granite Company.
Ordered, That the Joint and Special Com
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— j literates the memory of the departed,—and
Lili additional to an Act defining the
good
will
come
of
it
—
but
ifyou
insist
up

Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
mittees of the two Houses report on all sub
re'main unpaid at the expiration of the year. No sweeps away with it the attention of the on it, sir—if you insist upon it”------ and jects referred to them on or before the 10th nghts and duties of Rail Road Corporations
was referred m concurrence to lhe Commit
paper discontinued, except at the o.ption of the pub mourner to the ruling folly of the hour.
slowly and reluctantly he unclosed the pon of March next.
tee on Rail Roads and Canals.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
“
There
poesy
and
love
came
not,
derous door which opened into the vault.
Report from the Committee on the Judici
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
It is a world of stone ;
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1.
The burial-place of lhe Somersets ti'as
airy error in any advertisement beyond the amount
ary that legislation is inexpedient on an order
The
grave
is
bought
—
is
closed
—
forgot,
charged for its insertion.
large and imposing. It was evidently of
Legislation reported inexpedient—On the relative to an extension of the jurisdiction of
And then life hurries on.”*
antique
construction and very considerable order relative to the attachment of such per Justices of the Peace, came from the House
Engrossed
in
the
all-important
duty
of
sonal property as is liable to waste or perish referred to a joint select Committee.—The
MISCELLANEOUS.
securing the property which had been be extent. Escutcheons, shields, hatchments, —relative to the seile of real estate belonging benate concur and join on their part Messrs.
and
helmets,
were
ranged
around
the
wails,
{From Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine.]
queathed to their son, and which, as he had
to wards—relative to the compensation o”f Higgins, Staples, Benson, Mildram and Rob
THE MEASURE METED OUT TO left no will, there was some probability of all referring to those who were calmly sleep witnesses in civil cases—relative to the print inson of Lincoln.
OTHERS, MEASURED TO US
Order relative to an investigation of the
their losing, the Rolfestons had completely ing within its gloomy recesses, while coffins, ing the laws in pamphlet form—relative to
AGAIN I”
One costs of witnesses in civil cases—relative to Banks m this State came back from the
forgotten him by whose subservience it had pile upon pile, occupied th*» centre.
[concluded.]
single
window
or
spiracle
of
fifteen
inches
in
poor debtors and Bill to abolish imprison House ; the House nonconcurring in the pas
been acquired. At length it occurred to
CHAPTER VII.
diameter passed upwards, through the thick ment for debt—relative to property attached sage of the Order and referring the same to
them
that
some
monument
was
due
;
or,
at
In the interim how had the world sped
masonry, to the external air beyond, and on mesne process being held 60 days after fi the Committee on Banks and Banking. On
with Gervaise Rolleston ?
Bravely ! He all events, that a headstone should be raised one of those short massive pillars which we nal judgment—relative to complaints against motion of Mr. Mildram, the Senate recede
had become a thriving and a prosperous ©ver him who slept beneath the yew tree in sometimes see in the crypts of very ancient towns for neglect to repair highways—and from their former vote and concur with the
House.
gentleman. There are two modes, says an Bradiog churchyard ; and directions were churches, stood in the ceritre and supported said reports were severally accepted.
The Committee of Conferees on the part
Their intentions had lhe roof.
Mr. Ham laid upon the table a bill provi
old writer, of obtaining distinction.—The given accordingly.
of the Senate to whom was referred the bill ding for certain returns from Banks and otheagle soars, the serpent climbs. The latter been anticipated. A head-stone had been
“
Well,
sir,
you
are
about
satisfied,
I
relative to the removal of the seat of Govern ei Corporations, which was once read and
mode was the one adopted by Rolleston. erected—when or by whom no one could or take it,” said the sexton, coaxingly to his ment, reported that they could come to no a- tomorrow at ten o’clock assigned.
cared
to
divulge.
But
there
it
was.
It
bore
He was an adroit flatterer ; possessed the
Bills to incorporate the North Yarmouth
companion, after the latter had taken a greement with the Committee on the part of
happy art of making those whom he ad the simple inscription of the name of the long, minute, and silent survey of the scene the House, and recommended that the Sen Granite Company—to incorporate the Casco
ate should adhere to its former vote referring Granite Company—to incorporate the Pis
dressed pleased with themselves ; had a departed—the day of birth and the day of around him.
said bill to the next Legislature, which report cataquis Slate Quarry Company—to incorpo
thorough knowledge of tact, and always said death ; with this remarkable addition, in
“ No 1 no !”
was accepted by the following vote :—
rate the Steuben and Harrington Granite
lhe right thing in the right place. All his large and striking letters :
“.Why, how long would you wish to re
Yeas—Messrs. Benson, Carr, Ham, Hig Company were passed to be engrossed.
acquaintance called him “ a very rising “ WITH THE SAME MEASURE THAT YE METE main here?”
Bill additional to an Act to incorporate the
gins, Magoun, Mildram, Rogers, Severance,
WITHAL, IT SHALL BE MEASURED TO
young man.”
And for “a very rising
“ At least an hour.”
Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail Road
Smith,
Staples,
Talbot
and
Whitney.
YOU
A^AIN.
”
young man” he held a most convenient
“ An hour I can’t stay, sir, really I
Nays—Messrs. Burr, Littlefield, John R. Company was taken up, and the passage of
CHAPTER IX.
creed. For to forget all benefits, and con
the same to be engrossed was negatived
can’t, all that time 1 And to leave the Redman, Soule, Swift and Woodbury.
Some
years
after
the
circumstances
de

ceal the remembrance of all injuries, are
The Bill providing for the disposition and without a count.
church, and, what’s worse, the vault open-—
maxims by which adventurers lose their tailed in the last chapter, a gentleman, in it’s a thing not to be thought of I1
Bill to prevent frauds in the sale and pur
I can- repayment of the surplus money apportioned
honor but make their fortunes. In a happy military undress, was descried riding slowly not—and, what’s more, I will not.”
to this State on deposit, by the Government chase of hay was taken up on motion of Mr.
The size
of the United States came from the House Littlefield. [The Bill prohibits lhe purchase
hour he contrived to secure the acquaint into the village of Beechbury.
“ Dotard ! then lock me in I say I
with several amendments.
The amend of hay by sworn surveyors of hay except for
ance ofLord Meriden. His Lordship was and architecture of the village church had what you will. But leave me.”
ments were severally concurred in, and the their own use and consumption.] Messrs.
an amiable, but moody, valetudinarian who apparently arrested his attention, and he
“ Leave you I Lock you in ! And here, ! bill passed to be engrossed as amended, in Littlefield and Soule advocated the passage
had no resources in himself and was entirely drew bridle suddenly, to make inquiries of a God bless you, sir I you can’t be aware”_
°i! 1 t> ii I’ M*’’ Soule said that inasmuch as
concurrence.
peasant,
who
was
returning
from
his
daily
dependent on the good offices of others.
the Bill would have no effect in those towns
“
Leave
me
—
leave
me
I
”
said
the
stran

Rolleston was the very man for him. He toil.
which had no sworn surveyors of hay, and
ger impetuously ; and he drew the door to
THURSDAY, MARCH. 2.
“ Ay I it’s a fine church, though I can’t wards him as he spoke.
was a fair putter—told a good story—sung
Order of notice reported upon petition of as there had been considerable complaint of
fraud among those who had had occasion to
a capital song—played well at chess and say I troubles it very much myself; was
“ What I would you be locked up and Samuel Batchelder et als. praying for a char sell hay in the city of Portland, and as it was
---- ’’-s —
There
a mort1 of fine mun- left alone with them dead Som------ ?”
billiards, and most unaccountably was al the reply. “i£ rpt
ter to construct a canal by Saco falls. Ac
the duty of the Legislature to protect the
cepted.
ways beaten at'both—could read aloud by niments in it beside. All Lord Somerset’s
“ Go—and release me in an hour.”
Legislation
inexpedient
reported
on
return people against frauds which might be prac
the hour together—and never took offence. folks be-buried there ; and ’twas but last
In amazement al the stranger’s mien, air
tised upon them, he hoped that this Bill
To all these accomplishments, natural and Martinmas that they brought here old par of command, courage, and choice, Moulder of Fish inspectors—on order relative to rail would pass.
road
Corporations
transporting
the
U.
S.
acquired, he added one most valuable qualifi son Somerset and his daughter all the way departed. “ The Jolly Beggars” lay in his Mail.
The bill was then passed to be engrossed.
cation, which was in constant exercise—the from a churchyard t’other side Dartmoor, way home, and the door stood so invitingly
The order relative tp petitions for acts of
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8.
most profound respect for Lord Meriden. because ye see they belonged to ’em ; and open, and the sounds of mirth and good- incorporations for the purpose of quarrying
The bill to incorporate the Maine Bee Co.
And how true is it that “ we love those who these great folks choose to be altogether. fellowship which thence issued were so at granite and other stone, and also the order
But here’s tractive, that he could not resist the tempta relative to petitions for incorporations for was indefinitely postponed.
admire us more than those whom we ac- It’s a grand vault they have 1
The Judiciary Committee reported a Bill
mire?”
I Moulder, the sexton, coming anent us, and tion of washing away the cares of the day the purpose of lumbering, erecting mills, slui
Rolleston’s advice, presence, and convei j he’ll tell as much and more than ye may
ces and other works, were taken up. ' The to change the law with regard to the lien of
in.a cool pint, were it only to drink lhe Senate refused to concur with the House in mechanics upon buildings which they have
iv urn
i ;
sation became to Lord Meriden indispensi/c»_ c to
hea».
stranger’s health.
its reference of the same and insisted upon erected.
rf:
The
name
oc
.»¿set
seemed
to
jar
b!e. And when ordered abroad, by
Passed to be enacted—Bill to provide for
This iiidulgence Moulder repeiffecLsoJiie- their vote passing said order.
who foresaw that he would die undgr their harshly on the stranger’s ear ; and dis quenlly as at length to lose-rtfi recollection
the disposition and repayment off.
money apportioned to the state of Maine. ~ 7*
hands if he remained at home, Me sick no mounting hastily, he demanded of the sex of the stranger, of the vault, and of his ap
FRIDAY, MARCH 3.
On motion of Mr. Greene, the bill to pro
bleman’s first care was that Rolleston ton, “ whether he could show him the inte pointment, and it was only late on lhe
Passed to be engrossed— Bills to incorpo vide for certain returns from Banks and oth
should accompany him. He did so ; and rior of the church at that hour ?”
morning of the following day, when the wife rate the Maine Institute of Natural Science— er corporations was laid upon the table and
“ Certainly,” was the reply.—“ Turn to asked him “ if he had come honestlyt by to incorporate the Brunswick Saving Insti 500
played his part so successfully, that “ in re
copies ordered to be printed.
membrance of his disinterested attentions,’' the r;ght, and I will overtake you with lhe what was in his pocket
that in an agony tution.
On motion of Mr. Magoun, the vote where
Mr. Burr, from the Conferees on the part by the Senate refused to pass an act addi
Lord Meriden bequeathed to him the whole keys-b> fore you reach the west door.”
he remembered his prisoner.
of the Senate, in relation to the resolve re
church was one of considerable
of his personal property. His carriages,
Trembling in every limb, and apprehend quiring the Cashiers of Banks to make re tional to incorporate the Kennebunk-port
Granite and Rail Road Company was recon
horses, plate, yacht, all were willed by the maw ide and surpassing beauty. It was ing he knew not what, he hurried to the turns of the names of the stockholders,
re- sidered, and the same was passed to be en
generous nobleman to his pliant favojyie. built the form of a cross, and had forrner- church and unlocked the vault.
ported that the Conferees had agreed to rec grossed.
In the vessel which had thus become his ly beeh the chapel of a wealthy monastic
The spectacle which there awaited him ommend that the amendment to the same,
A message was received from the House,
uwn, Rolleston embarked for England. It order, suppressed at the period of the Ref haunted lhe old man to his dying day. The made by the Senate, restricting the returns stating that the vote accepting the report of
was a proud moment for his aspiring spirit. ormation. Near the altar was a shrine, remains of the stranger were before him, to the names of the stockholders living with tfie Committee with regard to the North
from
every but so marred—so mutilated—so disfigured in this State should be adopted. And this Eastern Boundary had been reconsidered,
He was returning to those
muse miuic
mur- i once
----- the resort
.-o— v of pilgrims u
UIU cvciy
shores» <w
an independent and opulent man, which he hafelywfrom its enclosing a fragment of the —that no feature could be recognized even report was accepted.
together with the resolves concerning the
Y°u approached it by an isle by the nearest relative.
same ; and asking the concurrence of the
quitted fifteen months before a pennyless
SATURDAY, MARCH 4.
The Senate accordingly concurred
adventurer. Elis family, apprized ol his V^'rh^as literally a floor of tombstones, inRats in thousands and in myriads had as Passed to be engrossed— Bills to incorpo Senate.
with the House.
good fortune, hurried down to Ryde to re laicfW, £:$ss with the forms of the depart sailed him, and by his broken svzord and
rate the town of New Limerick—to incorpo
reported inexpedient on an or
ceive him on his arrival. They vied with ed. Mitres, and crosiers, and spears, and the multitudes which lay dead around him, rate the Pittston High School—to incorpo derLegislation
relative to laying out highways—relative
each other in the length and ardor of their shields, and helmets were all mingled to it was plain his resistance had been gallant rate the Portsmouth, Saco and Portland Rail to return day of executions—relative to lhe
congratulations. By lhe way, what extra gether—emblems of conquests, and honors, and protracted. But it availed not. Little Road Company.
taking of excessive usury. Severally accept
ordinary and overpowering affection is inva and dignities, which had long since passed of him remained, and that little was in a
Mr. Littlefield from the Committee on the ed.
riably evinced by all the members of a fam away. The setting sun cast his mellow ra state which it was painful for humanity to Judiciary, reported the Bill making the rec
ords of towns, plantations and school dis
THURSDAY, MARCH 9.
ily towards that branch of it which unex diance through the richly painted western gaze upon.
tricts legal evidence in certain cases, w^sh an
Mr. Swift from the Joint Select Committee
pectedly attains wealth or distinction 1 The window,.and tipped with living lustre many
Among the many who pressed forward amendment, which was agreed to, and ine
on that subject, reported a Resolve for an
“ Fairy Queen” was telegraphed—was sig of the monuments of the line of Somerset. to view the appalling spectacle was an el
bill was then passed to be engrossed.
amem’t^^^of the Constitution relative to the
naled—hove in sight—passed gallantly on Some of the figures were of the size of life, derly female much beloved in the village
The Senate concur the House* in r com
ammal election in this State and
—and all the Rollestons, great and small, and finely sculptured. And as the restless for her kindly and gentle, and compassion mitting the Report upon the petition of Sam time of
of the x ^iion of the Legislature. [The Re
pressed down to the pier to welcome this and agitated stranger gazed on them, they ate heart, and to her the sexton handed a uel Batchelder et als. fora charter to con solve provides thaf the annual elections shall
dear, good, worthy, accomplished, and seemed to reply to his questioning glance, small memorandum book which had some struct a canal by Saco Falls.
take'place on the first Jlonday in May and
and slowly murmur—“All on earth is but how or other escaped templete destruction.
The engrossed bill t©. incorporate the New that the session of the'^gislature shall com.excellent young man.”
York and Augusta p™™1' Company’ [with a. ^mence on the first. Wednesday
______ j of SlntemAt the very instant of nearing the pier, in for a period ; joy and grief, triumph and
Upon the papers it contained the old lady
the bustle and confusion of the moment, Rob desolation, succeed each other like cloud looked long and anxiously, and when she capital stock of ;¿00,300,] was taken up. ber, if a majority of the people
The Senate reconsidered'their vote pa&sinf
leston was sent overboard. Some said that and sunshine I Care and sorrow, change spoke, it was in accents of unpsual emotion. the bill to be.engrossed and amet^. the same Mr. Littlefield moved that the Resolve be re
ferred to the next Legislature and in the
and
vicissitude,
we
have
proved
like
thee.
he was overbalanced by a sudden lurch of
“ These,” she said, “ are the remains of by diminishitTg ^ capital stock ^$50,000. ffiean time published in the newspapers.
the vessel; others, that he was struck by the Fight the good fight of faith as we. Brave Colonel Vincent Desborough.
May Be The Bill as ameirded was then pile, .1 to ’ be
The yeas and nays were ordered upon the
’
.
jib-boom. One staid and respectable spec the combat, speed the race, and stem the meet with that mercy on‘ Hjgk which on engrossed*' /■
motion to refer to the next Legislature, and
Bill to incorporate the Augusta and Phila taken as follows—yeas 7—nays 13.
tator positively affirmed lhai he had observ storm of life ; and in God’s own good time earth he refused to others 1” Tlie old lady
ed a sailor, to whose wife, it seemed, Rol thou, like us, shalt rest.”
The Rqport and Resolve were then order
paused and wept, and the villagers did. delphia Granite Company was taken up and
“ 1 wish,” said the stranger, when he homage to her grief by observing a respect passed to be engrossed.
ed to lie on the table, and 500 copies of the
leston had, some months before, offered in
Bill
to
incorporate
the
Maine
and
N.
York
same were ordered to be printed for the use
sult, rush violently against him, with the had traversed the church, “ to descend into ful silence. They all knew and loved her.
Exchange Granite Company was taken up of the Legislature.
•evident intention of injuring him; and this the Somerset vault. It’s a sickly, foolish “ This spectacle,” she continued, “-opens and
so amended as to fix the capital stock of
Magoun from the Committee on Banks
account, strange as it appeared, gained fancy of mine ; but I choose to gratify it. up fountains of grief which I thought were the Company at $50,000. The bill was then andMr.Banking
reported that the Bills, laying
Which
is
the
door
?
”
considerable credence. The fact, however,
long since dry ; but chiefly and mainly does passed to be Engrossed.
an additional tax upon Banks—additional to
“ Nay, that’s no part of our bargain,” it teach me that the measure we mete but to
was indisputable. He struggled bravely for
Bill to incorporate the St. Croix Freestone regulate Banks and Banking—for the further
and Coal Company was taken up and pass regulation of Banks, ought not to pass. Al
a few moments with the eddy that sweeps said the sexton, doggedly; “you go not others is measured unto us again.”
ed to be engrossed as amended.
so, leave to withdraw upon the »petition of
around the pier—then struck out boldly for there.”
Bill to incorporate the Beauchamp Marble the town of Acton by their Committee for
“ I am not accustomed to refusals when I
the shore, waved his hand in recognition of
At
a
late
meeting
of
the
Academy
of
Sciand Lime Company in Camden was taken
his agonized family, who were almost within state my wishes,” said the soldier, fiercely ences in Paris, Mr. Biot read a letter re up and passed to be engrossed as amended. the repeal of the “ small bilk’ law. And
these reports were accepted.
speaking distance, and in a moment sunk to and haughtily. “ Lead the way, old man.” ceived by him from Mr. Edmonston, in the
Mr. Magoun from the Conferees in relation
“
Not
for
the
Indies
!
It
’
s
as
much
as
rise no more.
MONDAY, MARCH 6.
to
the Resolve authorizing a loan in behalf of
island
of
Shetland,
dated
on
the
22d
No

For many days his anguished mother my place is worth. Our present rector is vember, in which he states that the present
Mr. Burr presented the petition of Jeffer the State, reported that the Conferees on the
lingered at Ryde, in the hope of rescuing one of the most particular parsons that ever season has been the most extraordinary of son Chamberlain et als. for the incorporation part of the Senate had agreed to recommend
the body from the deep; and large was the peered from a pulpit. He talks about the any one of which he has any recollection of a State Bank, which was referred to the that the Senate adhere to|heir vote refusing
the resolve a passage. Report accepted.
reward promised to those who should suc sanctity of the dead in a way that makes in that country, in regard to the aurora bo Committee on Banksand Banking.
On motion of Mr. Littlefield, the Senate
Mr. Benson from the Committee on Rail
ceed in bringing her the perishing remains. one stare. Besides it is the burial place of realis.
This phenomenon has appeared reconsider their vote passing to be engrossed Roads and Canals reported that the Bill ad
So many days had elapsed in fruitless all his family.”
“ The very reason for which I wish to with all the varieties imaginable, of splendor, the Bill to incorporate the Portsmouth, Saco ditional to an act defining the rights and du
search, that hope was fading into despair,
form, evolutions, and with such a continui and Portland Rail Road Company, and the ties ol Rail Road Corporations ought not to
when one morning a lady in deep mourning see it.”
ty,
that for three months there was not a Bill having been verbally amended was a- pass. Report accepted.
“Not with my will,” said Moulder, firm
inquired for Mrs. Rolleston. On being ad
gain passed to be engrossed.
night in which it did not appear.—Adv.
V.
ly.
“
Besides,
there
’
s
nothing
to
see
—
Bills to incorporate the Builder’s Granite
mitted to her presence,—
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
nothing but lead coffins, on my life 1”
Association
—
to
incorporate
the
New
York
“ I am. lhe bearer,” said she, “ of wel
A communication from Tristram Burgess, and New Orleans Union Granite Company—
TUESDAY, FEB. 28.
“ Here,” cried the stranger.
And he
come intelligence : I have this morning dis
Esq., in the last N. E. Farmer, states that in
Resolve for making a road from H. G. O.
placed a piece of gold on the sexton’s using potatoes for bread, the moisture of the to incorporate the Kennebunk Granite Com
covered on the beach, at some distance, the
pany were taken up, read a second time, so a- Barrows in Wilson, to the foot of Moose
trembling palm.
potatoes supplies the place of water, in the mended as to reduce the capital stock of the Head Lake, was passed to be engrossed, after
body of your son, Gervaise Rolleston.”
“ 1 dare not, sir ; indeed, I dare not,” production of dough—consequently there
“ How know you that it is he ?”
Companies to $100,000, and then passed to a debate in which several gentlemen took
said the latter entreatingly, as if he felt the will be a loss of all the bread which would be engrossed.
part.
“ I cannot be mistaken 1”
have
been
produced
by
the
use
of
water.
temptation was more than he could resist.
Orders relative to petitions for acts of in
“ Are his features, then, familiar to
He thinks there is no economy in making
Tuesday, march 7.
corporation, for Granite Companies and Lum
you ?”
*L. E. L.
potato bread.
‘ Passed to be engrossed— Bills to incorpo- bering Companies were referred to the Com-

11
IIJ ■ I.

ÍWíMIIBWIUbS^Í

4W them to return to the1 the
government,. under a treatyj of (> The Currency Bill.-The following doeu____ Russian
__________ . a
dient upon the Resolves of the State of Ma the Senate, to re
shows
whatr...
hast™„
been.r,the
bill
subject of
Turkey-bath
——
.... - .»u..
a fate ot ther..u
—both ment
mittee on Manufactories, with instructions to <ryland relative.to the franking privilege, and House several pc C
®iss on
on the
the subject
of slasla cession from the Sultan of Turkey
relating to the currency to- be received in
‘
'ler^Sideration
of
which
was
the
articles
having
been
prohibited
by
the
report a bill to take effect after the adjourn
very, the furtherf
bv that body poMLd till Feb. 8, 1937, in Russian tariff, in all the ports of the Black payments to the United States.
ment of the present Legislature.
c n , the report was accepted.
order that the sr.me may be roferred to the Sea. The seizure therefore, was prov^ Reasons of President Jackson for not acting
Petitions presented and referred—ot hershSATURDAY, MARCH 4.
definitively on the Bill entitled “ An Act des
pecial committee of the House on that sub- i and expected, if not desired. The anti-• unom Maxwell et als. for relief from their pres
•
—i 53
ko voting ;.j
ignating and limiting the Funds receivable
Petitions presented and rejerred—ot Jonas ject.
ent state of suffering occasioned by their
The order was negatived,
in jsterial papers make a great out-ciy about it,
and call upon the government to declare war Jor the Revenues of the United States.11
crop» being destroyed—of W. R. Prescott >. Lee bt als. for a law authorizing the Gov favor of it, and 56 voting against it.
» against Russia at once—and we perceive that
The bill from the Senate, entitled “ An act
el als. members of the Hallowell Mechanic ernor to appoint a Commissioner to take dep
I some of our morning papers are of opinion designating and limiting the funds receivable
Association, for a modification of the law re ositions, &c. in the . city of New York—of £PO R_E I G NJV E VV S
i
that
hostilities
must
ensue.
But
we
think
Silas
Leonard
et
als.
to
be
incorporated
as
for the revenues of the United States,” came
lating to the securing to Mechanics compen
otherwise.—The Russian government has to my hands yesterday at 2 o’clock, P. M.
sation for labor performed—of Alfred Os Hallowell and Quincy Granite Company—of ^F^daurial^^E^l^d^
good et als. to be incorporated as Astor Uia- John Merrill et als. to be incorporated as et ship Independence, Nye, arrived at New completely justified itself, in our opinion — On perusing it, 1 found its provisions so com
Portland White Marble and Lime Company. York on Friday morning, from Liverpool,
English
ves- plex and uncertain, that I deemed it necessa
Liverpool,,’ and we remember
nite Company.
,
i « Spencer,
» that1 another
•Z’ «was
A Oseized,
ri n 2 years
Bills to incorporate the Hampden and New whenceshe sailed on the 25ih of January, j sei, the iCharles
ry to obtain the opinion of the Attorney Gen
Petition of Charles C. Cone and 174 oth
Iago, under circumstances almost precisely eral of the United Stales on several import
ers, that onr Senators and Representatives tn York Steam Company—to incorporate the I bringing London papers to the 24th.
Congress be requested to use all proper Milo Manufacturing Company as amended—
The Influenza was raging with great vio ' similar, without leading to any action by the ant questions, touching its construction and
means to effect the entire removal ot slavery to incorporate the Maine Bee Company—to lence in England, and had extended to ! British government. The London Courier effect, before 1 could decide on the disposi
and the slave trade in the District
Colum incorporate the Worcester and Kennebec France, where it was called the La Grippe, or i appears to have taken the right view of the I tion to be made of it. The Attorney Gener
j matter in the following paragraph.
al took up the subject immediately, and his
bia was road. Mr- Appleton of Poitland Lumbering Qompany, passed m be engrossed. Types Fever.
moved that the same be referred to a special
According to a letter from Aleppo, dated ' “ The; official accoimt given of the capture reply was reported to rne this day at 5
MONDAY, MARCH 6.
Dec. 3, Colonel Chesney has given up the ‘ of the Vixen, by a Russian man-of-war, will o’clock, P. M. As this officer, after a careful
The motion prevailed, and Messrs. AppleA quòrum of members not appearing in hopes of a conimunication with India by put an end we ipiagine to- all apprehensions and laborious examination of the bill, and a
ton, Holmes of Alfred, Sheldon of Gardiner, their seats, a call of the House was ordered. means of the Euphrates, the obstacles being ; that the capture will lead to unpleasant and distinct expression of his opinion on the
important consequences. According to the points proposed to him, still came to the con
Holmes of Winthrop, and Gowen ol bhap- 1’lre call having been once gone through insuperable.
Russian statement, the Vixen was violating clusion that the construction of the bill,
LONDON, JAN. 24.
leigh were appointed the Committee.
with, and a quorum having answered to
The accounts from all parts of the North the customs and quarantine laws of the Rus should it become a law, would be yet a sub
fiieW names, further proceedings under the
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1.
of Spain agree in staling that great prepara sian empire. The case on its showing is like ject of much perplexity and doubt, (a view
calLVvere dispensed with.
Petitions, of Henry Goddard et als. for an tions are maAmg by the Queen’s troops for a that of a French vessel running a cargo of of the bill entirely coincident with my own)
Passed to be engrossed— Bills additional to
brandy at-the back of the Isle pf Wight. and as 1 cannot think it proper, in a matter of
alteration
in the license laws—of E. W. Ap general attack on the Cai list positions.
incorporate the Kennebunk-port Granite qnd ,
There can be no doubt that Russia has a such vital interest, and of such constant ap
Railway Company—to incorporate the Chi pleton et als. for same—of Neal Dow et als.
right to make what regulations of these kinds plication, to approve a bill so liable to diver
for same—of Peter W. Morrill et als. for
na Manufacturing company. >
Five days later from Europe.—The packet
e—of Wm.N. Carr et als. for sarne-of ;shin Westchester. Capt. Ferris, which left i she pleases, but there may be perhaps a doubt sity of interpretations, and more especially
On motion of Mr. Emery of Saco, the Bill sara
,
to incorporate the Portsmouth, Saco and Reuel Shaw et als. for same—of Prentiss Liverpool on the26,h Jan. and the ship On-’, whether the territory claimed by Russia le- as 1 have not Irad lime, amid the duties con
• stantly pressing on,me, to give the
subject
ga"y ueion^s to ne^fc mj .............. ....
Portland Rail Road Company, was taken up Mellen et als. for s^me—of Jeremiah Martin ‘mulgee, Capt. Leavitt, which sailed four days I! gHIt.Y
et als. for same—of Solomon Adams et als. after the Westchester, brought complete files . ed that she founds her claim on the treaty ot i that deliberate consideration which its im
and read a third time.
for same—of E. Clark et ais. lor same—of ’of English papers to the close of January, to Adrianople, which was nqgociated under our portance demands, I am constrained to retain
Mr. Emery of Saco spoke in its
auspices. L
But all the questions which can
bi||? without acting definitively therein;
he was followed by Mr. Holmes of Alfred Samuel Hartley et als. for sarne-of Mercy the New York Daily Express.
against it. Mr. Vance of Readheld replied1 Lancaster and 54 other ladies of Winthrop,
Parliament.—Parliament opened on Tues arise out of the seizure, seems to us to be no and to the end that my reasons for this step
more likely to produce a dispute between rnay be fully understood, 1 shall cause this
to Mr. Holmes. Mr. Hunt of ^«rbam repli- for additional protection against mobs and re day, the 31st of January. The Reformers the
two governments, than the seizure of a paper, with the opinion of the Attorney Gen
' ed to Mr. Vance. Mr. Wells of Hallowell lating to slavery in the District ot Columbia— were in high spirits.
French vessel on our own coasts, charged eral, and the bill in question, to be deposited
spoke in favor of the bill. Mr. Lowell of of Samuel Harris et als. in relation to the
A French paper says that the Duke of
in the Department of State.
East Machias followed on the same side. Mr. same subject-of W. B. Norton et als. to be Cumberland and Prince George were suffer with violating our custom regulations.
ANDREW JACKSON.
Parris of Buckfield replied to Mr. Lowell, incorporated as Ox foni Manutaciuring Com ing at Berlin from the grippe, with which it
Washington, March 3d, 1837, % before 12
From South America.—The ship Nile, at
and spoke against the bill. Mr. Johnson of pany, were severally referred to theappiopii- is stated upwards of 40,000 persons in that
P. M.”
'
Cornish moved the yeas and nays upon the ate "Committees.
capital are afflicted.
|¡New York, has brought Buenos Ayres papers
in
Algiers.
—
Yhe
German
papers
|
to
Dec.
31.
The
U.
S.
ship
Erie
regained
Mr. Getchell of Anson, from the Commit
passage of the bill to be engrossed, and they
Germans in
.
Texas.—The following is the form of the
were ordered. Mr. Sewall of Bath spoke m tee on State Lands, reported that legislation state, that letters have been received from in port. Accounts had been received from
reply to Mr. Parris, and in favor of the bill. is inexpedient on the order relating to selling Germans iu Algiers, which give a still more Chili to Nov. 22. Gen. Frei re and others Resolution adopted by the Senate, and the
Mr. Foster of Pembroke followed on the the timber on the State’s lands, reserving the deplorable account than the journals, of the had been,sentenced to ten years banishment votes pro and con.
Resolved, That the State of Texas having
soil to the State. Accepted.
state of things in that country. They repre for the part which they took in the late at
same side.
Mr. Paine of Sanford, from the committee sent it as abandoned to the rapacity and un tempt at revolution, and had been embarked established and maintained an independent
Mr. Holmes of Alfred then moved that the
further consideration of the bill be postponed on the Judiciary, reported legislation inexpe heard-of extortion of French civil officers. for the island ot Juan Fernandez. The di government, capable of performing those du
till to-morrow. He said nearly rdl the speak dient on an order relating to extending jmis- Among the higher officers envy and jealousy plomatic agents at Lima had resolved to re ties foreign and domestic, w^ich appertain to
ers appeared to he on one side. The gentle diction of Justices of the Peace ; and the prevail, and the fanatic enthusiasm of the quest their governments to interfere for the independent governments ; and it appearing
man from Sanford (Mr. Paine) was absent same, on motion of Mr. Oakes of Sangerville, Arabs increases. They say that without 25,- purpose of effecting an amicable arrange that there is no longer any reasonable , pros
pect of the successful termination of the war
from his seat on account of indisposition, and was referred to a select committee consisting 000 disposable troops, at the least, it is impos ment between Chili and Peru.
by Mexico against said State, it inexpedient
wished to submit some remarks against the of Messrs. Oakes, Knowlton of Montville, sible to be masters of the country to a suffiKingston, Ja. February 6, 1837.—The and proper, and in conformity with the l#ws
bill. He therefore hoped the motion might Shaw of China, Parris of Buckfield, Fletcher . cient extent to ensure the interest and safety
storm has blown off. We have advices from of nations, and the precedent of this govern
prevail. Mr. Emery ot Saco opposed the of Thomaston, Marble of Poland, Prescott of of the colony.
motion, on the ground that there was much St. Albans, Foster of Cherry field, Seaver of
France.—The Strasburg prisoners have the Admiral commanding the British squad ment in like cases, that the independent po
ron, that the New Grenadians have relieved litical existence of said State be acknowledgz
yet to be said, and no prospect the discussion South Berwick, and Thomas of Mt. Desert. been acquitted.
Mr. Goodenow of Paris from the Commit
Letters from Toulon of the 11th inst. state the British Consul, Mr. Russel, and fined his ed by the government of the United*©Wes.
would be concluded to day. The gentleman
Ayes.— Messis Bayard, Benton, Black^Calfrom Sanford and other gentlemen would tee on Manufactures, reported a bill to incor that all the troops to be sent from France to prosecutors six thousand dollars, and that he
have an opportunity to-morrow morhmg to porate the Casco Steam Company—a bill to assist in the second expedition against Con is on board the Commodore’s ship, which is hoim, Cmhbert, Ewing of III., Fylton, Grun
dy, Hendricks, Linn, Moore, Moulton, Niles,
submit their remarks. The motion to post incorporate the North Berwick Company a stantine are to be embarked by the 20th of in Carthagena harbor.
Parker, Preston, Rives, Robinson, Ruggles,
pone was negatived, 20 voting in favor to /4 bill to incorporate the Durham Steam Com February. The latest advices from Bona are
pany-bill to incorporatethe Phipsburg Ba of the 28th of December. They state that
Sevier, Spence, Strange, Walker, White,—
~ MAIL ' ARTICLES.
against.
23.
Mr. Emery of Saco then commenced an sin Quarrying Company—a bill to incorpo there was still iti the hospital there 1,200 sol
argument in favor of the bill, and continued rate the Portland Sacred Music Society, sev diers (wounded or sick) who had formed part
Nays.—Messrs. Brown, Buchanan, Clay
Session of the Senate of the U. S. The
to address the House until one o’clock, when erally read twice and to-morrow assigned.
of the army defeated at Constantine.
members of the Senate, as well as the mem- ton, Davis, Hubbard, King of Ala., King of
Order from the Senate relating to an in
he gave way without concluding, to Mr.
It appears, from the French papers of' bers
uers ocvi,
elect, were notified by the President on Georgia. Knight, Morris, Nicholas, Norvell,
Goodenow of* Paris, on whose motion the vestigation into the affairs of Banks in this Thursday, that the new expedition to Con■" I the 20th of
lsl, to .meet
................
Prentiss, Swift Tallmadge, Tipton,
Debember last,
in the,
State, was taken up, and on motion of Mr. stantine will be composed of thirteen regi Senate cChamber on l..~
the 4th
inst.
House adjourned.
-........
— at 10 Toiidinson, Wall, Wright—19.
Emery of Saco, referred to the Committee ments, a great number of artillery (forming o’clock, in the forenoon, to receive any com
on Banks and Banking.
THURSDAY, MARCH 2.
the full complement for ten batteries,) a great munication the President of the U. States
NORTH EASTERN BOUNDARY. ’
Mr. Holmes of Alfred, from the Committee number of engineers, 2,000 cavalry, and three might think it his duty to make. Accord The correspondent of the N. Y. Express
The House resumed the consideration of
the Bill to incorporate the Portland, Saco, <on the Judiciary, reported a Bill providing battalions of sharp-shooters of Africa. Sev ingly at the time appointed, 51 members siys :
for
follow-«1 “ Another move of great importance has
and Portsmouth Rail Road Corporation.
I an additional Judge of the Court of Com eral of the detachments of the 47th of the were
..— present,
r-------- o among whom were thewir
Messrs, heuel Williams ben made
q thjg suJ - ct b Mr< Fvans
Mr. Emery of Saco resumed and conclud mon Pleas—also a bill providing for an addi line, the 17th light infantry, the 2d of engi ing
1 41 £, new
MV»« members
— - :—------tional
Judge
of
the
Supreme
Court.
Said
•
Il
♦ L. rf-sl
* Ot 1 t
W fY\ , j ■ ..
1 •1I
1
I « !
neers, amounting to 300 men, have arrived in of Maine,
Percy Cl
Smith
ofÀÇonnecticut
W m. (cMaine, and| with
ed his remarks in favor of the bill. Mr.
a skill and an altitude
Paine of Sanford, spoke at length
reply, Bills were read twice and Wednesday as- the environs of Toulon, and wait only for a Allen of Ohio, Olivets ¿\\itth of Indiat ,a,’ I Mich only long-experienced politician*
Holmes of signed.
, conveyance to Africa. All the regiments and Richard M. Yoim.^N*7>ffinois.
and in opposition to the bill, Mr.
f
Knew how to use. He has caused to be enBill to incorporate the Portland, Saco and which are to take a part in the expedition are
The oath was atAwmistered to the Vice grafte(l5<ipon the General Appropriation Bill,
Alfred, spoke at length in opposition to the .Portstnouth-RaiMload
Gocnpeny,
came
already
forming
their
battalions,
the
effective
hill. Mr. v««.ce of Readfiekl^rephed to Mr. from the Senate amended. The House con
President of the United States, who then
strength of which is not to be less than 800 took the chair, and the oath was then admin an item of $20,000 for exploring and survey
Holmes. Mr. Humphrey of Gray, comment
ing the U. S. Boundary line, establishing
curred.
men
each.
The
army
will
exceed
25,000
ed upon some remarks of Mr. Holmes and
istered by him to the members, and those monuments thereon agreeably to the Treaty
men.
advocated the bill. Some further discussion
newlv elected. The consideration of the
TUESDAY, MARCH 7.
A letter from Lyons dated the 13th Janua credentials of Mr. Sevier, appointed by the of 1783,—to be expended under the direction
took place between Messrs. Holmes and
report uu
on guuu
good uuuivuy)
authority, that
....... Governor to fill the vacancy occasioned by of the President of the United States ! If
Petitions presented and referred—oï Isaac ry, mentions a repun
Humphrey and Holmes and Vance. Mr.
had been made at Turin to assas- the expiration of his own term was postponed the Senate concur, the line must be run.
Holmes of Winthrop advocated the bill.— | Brown et als. for a law relative to education an attempt
What will John Bull say to this ? John has
.1 TZ__________ Tk«
««»»»»
King. of£■ C3
Sardinia.
The assassin,
The question was then taken, and the bill of youth—of Woodbury Storer for alteration sinate the
to Monday.
a
garrison of soldiers-at Frederickton, and is
armed
with
two
daggersand
a
brace
ot
pis

passed to be engrossed by the following! of license laws.
On Monday, Messrs. Tallmadge and Crit surveying for a Railroad on that route ’. The
tols,
was
seized
just
as
he
was
in
the
act
of
The
House
took
up
the
Report
and
Re

vote
tenden having been appointed to wait on the! Yi^pkees and John Bull will thus pay each
Yeas— York—Messrs. Brooks, Clark, Deer solve submitted some days since by Mr. attacking the King.
President, to notify him that the Senate were! other a visit in the woods.”
Spain.—Letters from St. Sebastian, of the, assembled, reported that they had performed
ing, Emery, Patten, Perkins, Shapleigh, Sea Vance of Calais, from the Committee on
Banks and Banking.
7lh inst. report favorably of the position of the duty, and that he had replied that he
ver, Waterhouse, Wells, &c.—110.
Frederick, {Aid.) February 25.—The Court
Mr. Allen of Bangor moved to reconsider affairs there ; Ribeiro’s division of 6,000 men would make a communication on Tuesday.
Nays—York—Messrs. Barker, Cook, Gow
! oWu'quiry
all their opinions in
7’ ,
’have reaffirmed
ffi
en, Holmes^ Hubbard, Johnson, Paine, Towle, the vote by which the report had been ac was daily expected.
The credentials of Mr. Sevier were referred
i
' rft.a nncn r»f Conarai Sontt nnrl nil i n 11 rn Pfl .«1
cepted, and the motion prevailed.
In the last Madrid journals appear two or to a committee. The Senate then went ÿp?Jsne case of GenerarScott and adjourned sine
&e.—34.
die. So much for the dictation of the Exec
Mr. Fox of Portland spoke at length in fa ders of the day issued by General Narvaez, Executive session, and it is understood Ç
Order in relation to petitions for Lumber
ing Companies, came back from the Senate, vor of the Banks, and of the policy ot grant and dated Burgos, the 6th inst. in which he firmed the nominations by Présider . I b i utive.— Cor. of the N. Y. Courier fy Enq.
that body insisting upon its vote passing the : ing additional Bank charters, and against formally resigns the command of the van son, of Win. Smith, of Alabama,
Fire in New York.—A very destructive fire
same. On motion of Mr. Parris, the House | what he characterized the chimerical project guard of the army of the north, and announ ia candidate tor Vice President) a" id Judge
adhered to its vote committing the same to I! of a State Bank ; and concluded by moving ces that he gives it up to his successor, Colo John Catron of Nashville, to be the new occurred in New York on Thursday night.
the Committee on Manufactures with instruc Î that the Report be recommitted, with instruc nel Zavala. This is a very serious blow to Judges of the Supreme Court under the fate It commenced in the cellar of the six story
tions to the Committee to report separately the Queen’s cause.
act. These nominations were made by Gen. brick building, No. 177 Water street, next
tions.
Petitions presented and referred— Of Thurs- upon each petition for. a Bank charter or for
Bayonne, Jan. 17.—The latest accounts Jackson on the 3d, and also a nomination of door to the corner of Burling slip, occupied
iton Whiting et als. to be incorporated as an increase of Bank capital.
from Fampeluna state that desertion to the Mr. Labranche, of New Orleans, as Charge by Messrs. Pollen & Colgate as a Paint, Oil
and Glass store.—No 175 Water street, and
The question after debate, was taken and Carlists from the French Legion has, after a d’ Affaires to Texas.
Waldoboro’ Granite Company—of J. Huse
et als. to be incorporated as Hope Marble the House refused to recommit the report by momentary pause, attributable to the exer
In the address of the Vice President on ta 14,16 and 18 Burling slip were also destroy
the following vote :
and Lime Company.
tions of General Conrad, re-commenced, and king the chair, he'informs the Senate that in ed. There is no doubt it was the work of an
Feas—Forfc—Messrs. Came, Emery, that to a most alarming extent. Scarcely a his opinion there is not a legislative body on incendiary. When first discovered, there
FRIDAY, MARCH 3.
Holmes, Seaver, &c.—46.
day passes that from fifty to a hundred men, this globe more respectable, and more exalt was fire in the cellar, and in the second sto
^Vays—ForÆ—Messrs. Ayer, Barker, too often headed by their officers, do not leave ed in character than they are ; and as tor ry, and during its progress an explosion took
Report upon petition for a Canal by Saco
place which knocked out the south gable end
Falls was, on motion of Mr. Emery, recom ! Brooks, Clark, Gowen, Paine, Patten, Per- their quarters for the factious outposts where himself it will be his effort to pursue that of the building, and is supposed to have pro
kjps,
Shapleigh,
Towle,
Waterhouse,
Wells,
course
of
conduct,
which
has
recommended
they
are
well
received,
and
embodied
in
the
mitted.
him to the consideration of his fellow citi ceeded from powder placed in the building
?
Mr. ¡Chase of Camden, from the Commit &C.-95.
Pretender’s regiments.
by the incendiaries.
Loss from $135 to
tee to whom had be^Keferred the petition
Our advices from the Spanish capital bear zens.—Boston Adv.
$150,000, nearly all of which was covered by
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8.
the recent date of the 14th instant. We
of the 4own of Camden for a change in the
insurance.—Argus.
tenure of Judicial offices, reported a resolve
Passed to be enacted— Bill providing for the learn from them that the inactivity of Espar- [Correspondence of the N. Y. Daily Express.]
providing for an amendment of the Constitu disposition and repayment of the public mon tero since his entry into Bilboa, has excited
About 10 o’clock, on the last night of the
Confession oj White.—The Alexandria Ga
tion in that respect, and recommend that the ey apportioned to the State of Maine, on de- general disappointment and astonishment.
late session of Congress, the Fortification Bill
says, that one of the Whites, recently
same be referred to the next Legislature, and posite, by the government of the U. S.
was returned to the Senate. Mr. Wright in zette
published in the several newspapers in this
Mr. Holmes of Alfred. moved the recom
Important News from Europe.— sisted, that as the Senate had proposed reduc- ( tried for burning the Treasury, has made a
State. The report was accepted.
mitment of the report of the committee on The packet ship Si I vie de Grasse, Capt. Wi- tion, and the House distribution—that the confession of the whole transaction.
Mr, Prescott of St. Albans, moved to take the N. E. Boundary and the Resolves accom ederholdt, arrived last evening, having sailed Senate should hold on—and in the progress
lip the Resolve in favor of the St. Albans A- panying the same, with instructions to make from Havre on the 3d February, By her, of his remarks, he reflected severely upon
It is probable that the difficulties between
Cademy, and the motion prevailed. Mr. a supplementary report. Mr. H. in support the editors of the New York Daily Express the mode of doing business in the House. New Granada and Great Britain will be ami
Vance of Readfield, advocated its passage. of the motion, alluded to various facts and are put in possession of copious files of Par Mr. Clay called him to order. The Presi cably adjusted.
Mr. Levensaler of Thomaston, opposed it. documents bearing upon the question and is and Havre papers^ to the 2d Feb. The dent jaro tern, decided Wright to be in order.
The debate was further continued by Messrs. which, (he said) it was desirable to spread be news by the Silvie de Grasse brings later ad Mr. Clay apoealed, and the Senate sustained
A bill has been reported in the Massachu
Sewall of Bath and Levensaler of Thomas fore the people in a Report.
vices from all parts of the Continent.
the President. Mr. Clay after Mr. Wright setts legislature, to incorporate the Non hton against the resolve, and Messrs. Holmes
The motion to recommit prevailed.
A. Y. Express, 11th inst.
sat down, complimented the independence ampton Sugar Beet Company, jesmh a capital
of Winthrop, Allen o(„ Bangor, Vance of The Report of the Committee on Banks
Some of the English papers were trying and renovated patriotism of the House, with
Readfield, and Holmes of Alfred, in favor. and Banking was taken up.
Mr. Appleton hard to get up a War between England and great eloquence and fervor. “ Go on,'’ Says of $200,000.
The two latter gentlemen adverted to the of Portland spoke at length against the ac Russia, in consequence of the capture of a he, “rnoble body. Go on ; persist in the ref
large expenditures of public money upon the ceptance of the Report, and in defence of the British vessel, by the Russians, for a violation ormation you have begun. Light at last
MURDER WILL OUT.
institution (State Prison) at Thomaston.— policy of granting Bank charters.
A few days ago we published, from th®
of blockade. It is probable, however, that it dawns in the right place. The Senate has
That town had received its full share. Mr.
The question was then taken and the re will end in smoke. The King’s Speech, de fallen. The Senate has become the Expun- Bangor Whig, a paragraph with the above
Levensaler said this was not a parallel case. port accepted by the following vote :»—
but the House, the title, stating in substance that a man named?
livered several days after the receipt of news ger of its own records
The institution at Thomaston was for the
Yeas—-IM—Messrs.
Ayer, Barker,
immediate Representatives of the people,
was murdered in the summer of'
benefit, not of that town or vicinity, but the Brooks, Clark, Gowen, Meeds, Paine, Patten, of this capture, makes no allusion to it, and have come to the rescue, and the land will Stillwater
1835, on the Mattawamkeag, and that, from,
is altogether pacific in relation to foreign
whole State. He ventured to say that, when Perkins, Towle, Waterhouse, Wells, &c. 95.
the disclosures of a prisoner in the Oxford!
be saved.”
powers.
ever the gentlemen from Alfred, and from
Nays— York— Messrs. Came, Emery,
Reduction, and no distribution, this is to be County jail, Me., it was thought that the per
The
N.
Y.
Commercial
Advertiser
gives
Readfield, could show that they were quali Holmes, Hubbard, &c.—54.
the cry ! But when it was seen there would petrator was one Cilley, who was supposed;
the following account of this matter :—
fied to enter that institution, they would be
no reduction, why was not distribution al to be in New Hampshire.
The question then returned upon the pas
A very prominent topic of discussion and be.
admitted to a full share of its privileges I Mr.
On the publication of this paragraph, wq
lowed ? Why are the Pet Banks to have the
Emery of Saco, advocated the Resolve, and sage to be engrossed of the Resolve accom comment in the papers, is the seizure of a people’s money at two per cent, per annum, received a note from the Captain of the com?
panying
the
Report,
and
on
this
motion
the
British
merchant
vessel,
the
Vixen,
on
the
Mr. Sewall of Bath, followed in reply and
I pany of Marines stationed at the Navy Yard,.
yeas and nays were ordered on motion of Mr. coast of Circassia, in the Black ^ea, by a Rus when it is worth two per cent, a month ?
against the Resolve.
| Charlestown, informing us that on seeing it
sian man-of-war. The RussBn government
The question was then taken, and the Re Goodenow of Paris, and taken as follows
| his suspicions immediately fell on one of the
It
appears
from
comparison
of
thermome

YEAS.
has published an official account ofthe trans
solve passed to be engrossed by the follow
York—Ayer, Barker, Broods, Clark, Gow action, from which it appears that the Vixen trical tables—compiled from observations company, whose linen was marked “ Cilley
ing vote :—
despatched from Constantinople by some made at Salem—that the mild month of Jan but who had enlisted under another name—
Yeas—York—Deering, Emery, Holmes, en, Holmes, Hubbard, Meed§, Paine, Patten, was
English resident merchants, with a cargo of I nary last past, which some people have laud- and that he had caused him to be arrested
Perkins,
Towle,
Waterhouse,
Wells,
&p.-~
Hubbard, Meeds, Paine, Seaver, Towle,
. ®
_ £•______ «.J
fr»i* itc? for
Gnraits
wpflthflr.
WAR ¡MIT
’
et!
so much
fine weather,
was06
four
de- and detained till some further circumstances
salt?and,
as supposed,I a quantity of
gunpow- witts'k
---------142.
' ' ---- --Wells, &c.—89.
should transpire. We wrote, the same day^
der.
to
trade
with
the
inhabitants
along
the
:
grees
colder
than
the
cold
month
of
January,
NAYS.
Nays—York—Ayer, Barker, Clark, John
to the Mayor of Bangor on the subject,.but
iSia
,
IU.
u.u
c
*
pcBB
The
mean
heat
of
the
month
in
coast
of
Circassia,
for
the
express
purpose
of
last
year.
"
l
'
“
*
"
York
—
Came,
&c.
—
5.
son, Patten, Shapleigh, Waterhouse, &c. 53.
rnr.
11UHIIV» ui
solemn national decision the > 1836, was 24, 55-100, and ,n 1837, only 20, have yet heard nothing additional.
Mr.
Holmes
of
Winthrop,
presented
an
or-I
bringing
to
a
Mr. Holmes of Alfred, from the committee
1
Boston AtLa&.
on the Judiciary, reported legislation inexpe- der requiring a special message to be sent to ' validity pf the claim set up tp territory by 87-100. Boston iianscnp .

From France.—We have received by the
From Washington.—The correspondent of
Commissioners’ Notice.
packet ship Poland, at New York, our files the New York Courier & Enquirer at Wash
PROBATE NOTICES
HE subscribers having been duly ap
of Paris papers to Feb. 7, containing Lon ington, gives the following news, under date
SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 1837.
pointed, by the Hon. William A.
don dates to the 4th.
At a Court oj Probate held at Saco, within
of March 10.
Hayes, Judge of Probate for the County ot
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
The Grippe continued to spread through
APPOINTMENT^
John Forsyth, the Secretary of State, sent
day in March, in the year of our Lord York, Commissioners to receive and exam
the country. The paper of,Feb. 5, says there
The following appointments have been is perhaps not a single house in Paris to in yesterday his resignation, in a note ad
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. ine the claims of the several creditors to the
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
estate of
made by the President of the United States, which the epidemic has not extended its in dressed with the uncourteous superscription,
“ Mr. Van Buren, President of the U. States.”
OSEPH EMMONS, guardian ot'Eunice,
JOHN WILDES, Jun.
fluence.
by and with the advice of the Senate :—
A copy of this, together with an address
Sally, Tobias, Louis and Edward An late of Kennebunk-port, in said County, mar
A courier who arrived at Vienna from from Mr. Forsyth to the citizens of Georgia,
Joel R. Poinsett, Secretary of War.
drews, minors and children of Tobias An
George M. Dallas, Minister to Russia;— Constantinople, on the 30th January, brought was sent to the Globe, and would have ap drews, late of Lyman, in said county, yeoman, iner, deceased, represented insolvent, and
Wm. W. Chew, of Philadelphia, Secretary of ; an account of an attempt to assassinate the peared this morning, had it not been sup deceased, having presented his first account of six months being allowed said creditors for
bringing in their debts and proving their
Sultan, by a former jannissary, under the fol pressed I he evening before by consent of par
Legation.
claims, do hereby give notice that they will
lowing circumstances : The Sultan, while ties. What concessions were made by Van guardianship ot said wards for allowance :
Powhatten Ellis, Minister to Mexico
ORDERED—That the said guardian give attend at the store of Capt. Eliphalet Per
riding on horseback from his winter palace, Buren to Forsyth, or how the storm was qui
Charles Ellis, Secretary of Legation.
notice to all persons interested, by causing
William H. Haywood, of North Carolina, a person armed with an air gun crossed his eted, I am unable to say ; but the facts as I a copy of this order to be published three kins, in Kennebunk-port, in said county, on
the last Saturdays of this and the five follow
path and fired at Mahrnaud, whose life was relate them to you are substantially correct.
Charge de Affaires to Belgium.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Henry Wheaton, Minister to Prussia;— only preserved by a sudden movement of his That Mr. Van Buren was alarmed at the idea zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county, ing months, from two to five o’clock in the
of each of said days, for the purpose
Charles A. Ingersoll, Secretary of Legation. horse. The assassin and nine others presum ofa rupture of his Cabinet so early in the that they^may appear at a Probate Court to afternoon
of
attending
to the duty assigned them.
ed
to
be
accomplices
were
arrested,
and
after
Abraham Van Buren. Secretary to sign
outset of his political career, I have no doubt,( be held at Kennebunk in said county, on the
ELIPHALET PERKINS, Jun.
undergoing a summary examination, were and
Land Warrants, &r.
that he is anxious to get rid of Forsyth I first Monday in April next, at ten of the clock
CHARLES GOODWIN.
tied up in sacks and thrown into the Bospho- have just as little doubt. Some say that Mr.
Hernan Lowrie, Marshall of Vermont.
in the fore/mon, and shew cause, if any they
Kennebunk-port, March 10, 1837.
John P. Henry, Navy Agent at Savannah. rusr ,
Van Buren offered the Secretary a Mission
It was said to be the intention of Achmet to Austria, and hence that his pride was have, why . same should not be allowed.
John Anderson, Collector of Portland, sal
PAINTS AND OIL, &c.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ary $3500—Mr. A. is now District Attorney Bey to undermine Constantine in several deeply wounded at the idea of “ being offer A true
Attest,
rip HE subscriber has just received and ofquarters,
and
to
blow
it
up,
should
the
French
with an income of about $1500.
ed a mission to a third rate Court !” What
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
JL feis for sale, next door to Samuel L.
succeed in taking the city.
March J J.
will the Imperial House of Austria say, could
Osborn’s, a good stock of Paints and Oil.
Many nominations of Naval Officers, Cus
A letter from Bordeaux, which reached he hear of such a speech from an American
tom House officers, &c. have likewise been Paris on the 2d, slates that General Alaix Secretary of State ? This man is ignorant At a Court* of Probate held at Saco, within and Among which are—
Extra Pure White Lead, ground in Oil:
confirmed by the Senate. Mr. Palmer, we had attacked and routed two battalions of even of the relative rank of the Courts of Eu for the county of York, on the first Monday
No. 1 do. do. do. ;
Navarre,
between
Ariahan
and
Villareal
’
de
in
March,
in
the
year
oj'
our
Lord
eighteen
rope.
learn, has been re-appointed Collector for
Dry do. ;
Alava, on the road to Durango.—Bos. Adv.
hundred and thirty-seven, by the Honorable
Such was the alarm lest this thing shotdd
French Yellow ;
the Port of Kennebunk and lias received his
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:
leak out, that all the persons in the Globe of
Whiling ;
commission. ‘ Rotation in office,’ it will be
Letters from Smyrna as late as Jan. 26, fice were specially informed that no mention DOMIN1CUS WENTWORTH, adminis
Venetian Red ;.
trator of the estate of JVoah Went
recollected, is a fundamental doctrine in the have been received, which state that about was to be made of what had occurred—and
Chrome Yellow;
the 18th, the Plague was abating at Constan yet the thing has leaked out—and 1 pledge worth, late of Lebanon, in said county, yeo
exclusive-detnocratic-republican creed.
Chrome Green ;
tinople, and that the whole number of deaths my faith to you, nay proof if necessary, of ils man, deceased, having presented his second
Litharge & Red Lead ;
account
of
administration
of
the
estate
of
said
during
its
prevalence,
was
estimated
at
80
to
correctness.
Virginia.—The Assembly of this State
Prussian Blue ;
deceased
for
allowance
:
100,000.
Smyrna
was
free
from
it,
although
P. ,S. I have just.understood that thirty
have passed resolutions censuring the con
White Vitriol ;
ORDERED—That the said administrator
some of the villages not far distant had been Senators have signed a recommendation to
Gum Shellac ;
duct of Mr. Leigh, their late talented and in visited by it.
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

the President in favor of an immediate repeal
Dutch Oil ;
dependent Senator in the Congress of the U.
On the evening of the first day of the year, of the specie circular, and chat King, of Alaba ing a copy of this order to be published three
Japan ;
States, in relation to the Expunging Resolu a few minutes before sunset, the towns of ma, and several other western Senators, have weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
Spirits Turpentine.
Tiberius, Japhet, and'several villages in the said to Mr. Van Buren that the whole west zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county,
All of which will be sold cheap for Cash.
tions 1
neighborhood, were entirely overthrown by will oppose him if he does not act promptly on that they may appear at a Probate Court to
JAMES HUBBARD.
be held at Saco in said county, on the first
Liberia.—Accounts from Liberia are to a violent earthquake, the shock of which was the subject.
Kennebunk,
March
11, 1837.
Monday
in
June
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
throughout the country, for a distance of
the 3d December. The affairs of the colony felt
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
many leagues. Those towns were hut a
Benjamin F. Butler acts as Secretary of have, why the same should not be allowed. IMssohition of Copartnership.
were in a very prosperous condition at that heap of ruins, and it was said that nine-tenths
XTOTICE is hereby given, that the CoWar
of
the
United
States,
until
a
successor
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
date—all the difficulties with the natives had of the inhabitants perished.—ib.
-LNI
partnership heretofore existing be
duly appointed shall accept and enter on the
A true copy—Attest,
been adjustedtween’the subscribers has this day been dis
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
From Mexico and Texas.—By the schooner duties of said office.
solved by mutual consent.
The unsettled
March 11.
“ The Orion” is the title of a weekly pa- Pass, Capt. Vanstavern, 5 days from Sisal, I
Joshua Carpenter was this morning put
concerns of the late firm of Hall & Clark,
have
advices
from
that
place
to
the
14th
and
per just established in Portland, by Mr. John
under bonds of 83000 tor his appearance at At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within and will he adjusted by Charles Clark, who
Campeachy to the 9th inst. The army des
Edwards, devoted to Literature, the Arts, tined for Texas was under marching orders the next term of the Supreme Judicial Court for the county of York, on the first Monday in will continue to do business at the store late
March, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
Science, News, &c. The typographical ex on the 5th, and countermanded on the 7th, for this county, by Judge Farrar. The ap dred and thirty-seven, by the Hon. WM. A. ly occupied by the subscribers.
pointment of Col. Carpenter was from the
DAVID HALL,
ecution of the first number is very neat, and until Santa Anna would be found. They first a disgrace to the whole county, but the
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
CHARLES CLARK.
were
to
n^irch
in
two
divisions,
one
by
way
ANE
W.
MILLER,
executrix
of
the
last
/.he editorial columns give evidence of tact
commission of the infamous crime with
Alfred, March 1, 1837.
of the coast ; the other by way of Santan
will ot'Jeremiah Miller, late of Kenne
and talent on the part of their supervisor. tone De BehaL all under Bravo, and in all which he stands charged, should arouse gen
bunk-port in said county, deceased, having
eral indignation. We are credibly informed
NOTICE.
The Orion is neutral in politics.
about 5000 in number. The Mexican Fleet he refuses to retire from the station he has presented the first account of the said Jere
LL persons having accounts open with
under command of Lopez, consisting of 4 disgraced. Let the people then take the bu miah, as guardian of Mary E. Brown, a minor
the subscriber, for Papers or Adverti
Counterfeit Mexican Dollars are in circu brigs and 2 schooners, sailed from Vera Cruz
siness into their own hands. A strong re and child of Jacob Brown, late of said Ken
sing, are requested to call and settle the
lation in Portland. They are so well execu on the 1st inst.—one of the brigs had on board monstrance against his further continuance nebunk-port, deceased:
ORDERED—That the said executrix give same immediately, as he is very desirous that
ted, that it is difficult for persons who are not arms and ammunition, which were brought in office should be immediately forwarded to
from England for the army at Matamoras.
notice to all persons interested, by causing a all his accounts should be settled in the
the
Governor.
There
is
not
a
respectable
in the habit of handling silver money to de
There is a private vessel out from Sisal to
copy of this order to be published three course of the present winter, as he contem
tect them. The Advertiser says several of meet Santa Anna, for the purpose of secretly man in the county that would not sign it.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga plates making some new arrangements in his
Bangor Whig.
them have been melted and not a particle of conveying him to that place, where he can
zette, printed at Kennebunk in said county, business.—All persons having demands against the subscriber, are requested to pre
fortify hiinself in the event of his not succeed
silver found in them.
The Belfast Journal says that the town of that they may appear at a Probate Court to
ing, and to effect a landing at the other ports. Montville intends to apply its portion of the he held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the sent them for payment.
JAMES K.REMICH.
Rev. Mr. Colton, author of “Ship and The Captain of the brig Liberator bad been Surplus Revenue to the purchase of a Farm first Monday in April next, at ten of the clock
Kennebunk, Dec. 28, 1836.
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Shore” and other popular volumes, has been arrested and sent to the city of Mexico. It is on which to keep the poor of the town.
P. S. WOOD wanted in payment for
said that he in connection with the officers of
have, why the same should not be allowed.
appointed Chaplain and Historian to the Ex the castle of San Juan de Uloa, were also ar
Papers.
Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
The Augusta Banner states that the Gov A true copy—Attest,
ploring Expedition. It is feared that he will rested on the same night, they having pro
ernor, by advice of Council, has pardoned
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
THE SILK CULTURIST.
be under the necessity of declining the ap nounced in favor of Santa Anna. The rev Wm. Larnhard, a merchant of that town,
March 11.
olution in Chiapes is still gaining ground ; who was last fall found guilty of manslaught
HE price of the next volume of the Culpointment, in consequence of ill health.
indeed, General Guiturrez has never laid er-having in a fit of wrath killed Henry
tnrist will be One Dollar,—but to
Court of Probate held at Alfred, with
those who subscribe before the commence
Gen. Jackson left Washington on Tuesdty dowjj his arms since the succession ot the Shattuck, a cooper, by striking him with a Atina and
for the County of York, on the first ment of the volume, (April,) will be sent a
stick of wood.
morning, 7th inst. for his residence in Tei- acthaj usurping CLvprnment.
Monday in November, in the year oj our few hundred Silkworm eggs, White Italian
nessee.
J
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-six, by Mulberry or a paper of French Sugar Beet
From
—armed vessel
Nathan Fowled, Esq., of Fairfield, has been
Ute fJon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj send Seed, as they may request. We are umler__
arrived
at
Campeache
from
Vera
Cruz
the
appointed sheriff of Somerset County in the
Fire.—The dwelling-house and several
Court :
the necessity of raising the subscription price
8th inst. with orders to remove Gen. Toro place of Thomas Davee, chosen member of
OHN TAYLOR, guardian of Lydia Whit to meet the increased cost of publication, the
out-buddings, owned and occupied by Mr. from the Cornmandancy General of Yucatan,
Congress.
ten, minor and child of John Whitten, loss of discount on Bank Notes of distant
William Moulton, jr., in Parsonsfield, were and to substitute in his stead Gen. Savas, an
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, yeoStates

which we are daily receiving for the
destroyed by fire op the morning of the 17th enemy of Santa Anna. Some difficulties
man, deceased, having presented his account Culturist, and the considerable expense of
Kennebunk
Lyceum.
were
opposed
to
the
execution
of
these
or

ult. Mr. M. lost most of his furniture, pro
The next meeting will be held on Thurs of guardianship of his said ward for allow furnishing subscribers with eggs or seed,—
ders, owing to a revolutionary spirit abroad
visions, notes, books, &c. Two shops and in tlve peninsula. The Mexican fleet con day evening next, March 23, 1837, at Wash ance :
which is important to those ata distance, as
ORDERED—That the said guardian give they are often obtained with great difficulty.
two barns, adjacent, were also consumed, sisting of four brigs and two schooners, sail ington Hall, commencing at 7 o’clock. Lec
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
a
with nearly al] their contents. A cow, 17 ed from Vera Cruz the 1st Feb. to scour the ture on Phrenology, by Dr. Burleigh Smart. copy of this order to be published three The increased value of the third volume will
A human skull and brain will be used in il
correspond with the increased price, as it
sheep, 7 lambs and a hog perished in ti. j coast, so as to intercept Santa Anna, if pos lustrating
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga will contain the Report of the Congressional
the subject of the lecture.
sible. One of the vessels that sailed in com
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, Investigating Committee, and such portions
flames. Total loss estimated at $3500—In pany with the fleet, was laden with arms and
March 18, 1837.
that they may appear at a Probate Court of their extensive correspondence as shall be
surance $1000.
ammunition for the army at Matamoras.
to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on deemed interesting, besides the progress of
Gen.
Bravo
is
supreme
in
command,
and
has
HYMENEAL
Distressing.—A building, used as a hoiiseJ 'Mered the invasion of Texas by two divisthe first Monday in April next, at ten of the the culture and manufacture of Silk and the
MARRIED—In this town, on Sunday morn clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any Sugar Beet, the two great projects of Ameri
of refuge for destitute individuals, in Quebec,
It is thought at Sisal that this order
have, why the same shoqld not be al can enterprise. Those who have paid in ad
^Auntermanded until Santa Anna is ing last, by Rev. Mr. Harrington, Mr. William they
was burnt on the night of the 5th. Three of w
Perkjns, to Miss Mary E. Wormwood, both of lowed.
vance will of course receive the Culturist at
The Bustamente party is in the this
the inmates perished in the flames, and four dis» <
town.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the original price, but not the seed or eggs,
Nester Essenden, a deputy of In this town, on Wednesday evening last, by
ascfc.n
A true copy—Attest,
others were so severely injured as to render the Ceu. a. Congress came to Campeache
unless they forward an additional fifty cents.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Rev. Mr. Powers, Mr. Ivory Goodwin, jun. of
Notes [free of postage} of all solvent Banks in
their recovery doubtful. One hundred and charged with the order of removing Gen. Kennebunk-port, to Miss Elizabeth Roberts,
March 11.
the United States and British Provinces, will
ninety men, women and children, were de Toro. This latter gentleman is brother-in- of this town.
In Boston, Sunday evening, by Rev. Mr. Ide, PUHE SPERM OIL,. be received at par.
prived of their habitation, clothing, furniture, law of Santa Anna’s. The naval schooner
February, 1837.
Bravo, with the infamous Thompson as cap Mr. John Fisk of B. to Miss Clarissa Grant,
"S
GALLONS Pure Win&c. by this calamity.
tain, arrived at Sisal the 11th ult. to take formerly of Kennebunk-port.
ter Strained Sperm Oil. THE PORTLAND TRANSCRIPT.
In Parsonsfield, Elder Levi Chadbourne of
Toro on board. Thompson immediately went
2000 gallons Bleached do.
rip HE subscriber proposes to issue in the
Whig Successes.—The municipal elec to the capitol, Menda, 10 leagues in the in Effingham, IN. H. to Mrs. Sally Clough of P.
500 “ Pure Fall do.
Jl month of March, a newspaper bearing
In York, Mr. Oliver Norton, to Mrs. Hannah
tion, in Bangor, on Monday last, resulted in terior, bat had not returned at the date of Stover.
the above title. It will be his aim to render
500 “ Pure Summer do.
these
advices.
the complete success of the whigs. Edward
The subscriber having established a Facto it interesting and valuable to the Farmer,
Corr, of the N. Y. Express.
Kent was re-elected Mayor, having a majori
ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the Mechanic, Merchant, and Man of Letters.
OBITUARY
Believing that we have already a super
article constantly for sale at the Factory in
ty in every ward in the city. The vote
[Correspondence of the Journal Commerce.]
DIED — In this town, on Tuesday morning Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at abundance of papers devoted exclusively to
stood : Kent 719; Jona. P. Rogers (V. B.)
Washington, March 9th.—The Texian last, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Mr. Robert the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal the interests of a party, we shall not enter the
376. Last year Kent had 770 votes, and Rob Ministers. Messrs. Hunt and Wheaton, have,, Smith, aged 61 years.
to any manufactured in the United States, p arena, either with the INS or OUTS ; and,
10th ult. Mr. Timothy McLucas, aerts (V. B.) 493. The entire whig ticket for it is said, been duly accredited by the Presi gedIn36Saco,
while giving an impartial statement of the
ALEX. H. LADD.
years.
dent. A diplomatic intercourse has, there
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf. proceedings of our public servants, we shall
Aidermen and Common Council-men pre fore,
In
Eliot,
7th,
Charles
Cushing,
son
of
Joseph
been established with the Republic of
leave all comment to the judgments of our
vailed by a handsome majority.
Texas, and her independence is thereby ful Frost, Esq. aged 3 years
In South Berwick, 2d, Mr. Robert Abbott, SOUTH BERWICK MANU- readers.
ly
acknowledged.
The election of town officers occurred in
The general occurrences of the day we
aged 59 years.
FACTURING CO.
In Gorham, Mrs. Jane Snow, aged 102 years ;
Augusta last Monday, and was contested on
HEREAS, at the last session of the shall also endeavor faithfully to record, and
The Florida War.—We have received by Abigail Mason, aged 98 years. They lived
Legislature of the State ot Maine, an without making a long catalogue of promises,
party grounds. The trial of strength was on
it will be our aim to render the Transcript a
the express mail, slips from the Charleston neighbors 60 years.
act
was passed, by which the subscribers
the vote for Moderator, which stood as fol Courier & Mercury, and the Savannah Geor
In Lowell, Mass. Abigail Babb, aged 20 years, were made a body politic and corporate, by vehicle of useful and entertaining knowledge,
lows : R. H. Vose (whig) 269 ; D. Williams gian, from which it appears that the prospect formerly of Barrington, N. H.
the name of the South Berwick Manufactur and one that shall keep pace with the spirit
LonddR, of the influenza, Sir John Soane, ing Company.
of the age.
183 ; Scatterings. The whig candidates for was less favorable of a speedy termination of theAtcelebrated
Architect,
and
Dr.
Thornton,
the
Q^’VVe are happy to state that several
Therefore, notice is hereby given, that the
^Selectmen and Treasurer were also success the war ; and it was reported that hostilities celebrated Botanist.
were io recommence on the 25th. Gen. Jes
first meeting of said corporation, will be hold gentlemen, who wield an able pen, have
ful. The Van Buren party succeeded in e- up had in consequence sent to Garey’s Ferry
er) at Mr. Timothy Ferguson’s Counting promised their assistance in the editorial de
SHIP NEWS.
lecting their candidates for Town Represen for 400 horses to renew the campaign. Two
Room in South Berwick, on Monday, the partment.
TERMS.
of Gen. Hernandez’s negroes that were cap KENNEBUNK, MARCH 18, 1837. twentieth day of March next, for the purpose
tatives at the last September election.
The Transcript will be issued once a
tured a year ago by the Indians, having
of determining whether the charter shall be
Leverett Saltonstall, Esq. (whig) was re-e made their escape, and arrived on the 25th at
accepted, and for transacting all other busi week, printed on good sized paper, with
MEMORANDA.
lected Mayor of the city of Salem, without St. Augustine, reported that 400 Indian war Ar. at Boston, 16th inst. ship Riga, Smith, of ness that may legally come before said meet new type, at two dollars a year, payable in
opposition, on Tuesday of last week. The riors were concentrated near Pilatkakanah. this port, from New Orleans ~ brig Caroline, ing—at which time and place, all persons in- advance, or two dollars and fifty cents, if not
paid before the expiration of the year.
They had plenty of ammunition, and the
terested will please attend.
whig candidates for Common Council-men young warriors were averse to giving up, Pratt, from do.
(('r’Advertisements will be inserted on fa
Timothy Ferguson,
Ar. at Apalachicola, 18th, sch. Norway, Em
and Aidermen were chosen by decided major though the chiefs were willing to do so.— ery, from Kennebunk-port, 23.
vorable terms.
C. P. ILSLEY.
Isaac P. Yeaton,
Portland, Feb. 28, 1837.
Abraham had given himself up to Gen. Jes Cid. at Mobile, 24th, brig Franklin, Baxter,
ities.
Elisha H. Goodwin.
up, and was accompanied by above a hun Saco.
South Berwick, Feb. 21, 1837.
Kaisins.
Snow fell to the depth of 12 inches, in Sa dred others. Information was received from
Cid. at Providence, 10th, brig Overmann, for
i°w Pr’cefl RAISINS,
vannah, Geo. on the 4th inst., it being the Dade’s battle ground that the Indians had this port.
VEAL CALVES.
Ar. at Boston, 13th, sch. Grape, Ward, hence.
for sale by the subscriber.
HE subscribers will purchase and pay a
greatest depth of snow that had been wit had no talk, and those who had promised to
WM. LORD.
return had not done so.—Boston Pat.
Sailed from Bremen, about Jan. 15, barque Difair price for VEAL CALVES, du
nessed in that city-since 1803.
antha, Thompson, for Baltimore.
ring the present season. Persons havingFeb. 24,1837.
At Ponce, P. R. 16th ult. brig Cadmus, Walk them to dispose of will do well to call.
O^There ¡was a riot in Philadelphia on
It is said Genera] Jackson takes home with er, New York.
NEW BOOKS.
GOULD & HUBBARD.
him
eighty
thousand
dollars.
A
friend
who
Sunday morning last. The disturbance was
At Havana, 21st ult. bark Bohemia, loading.
FURTHER
supply ofthe
Kennebunk,
March
11,
1837.
Off port of Liverpool, 2d ult. ship York, from
with the blacks, between whom and a portion is acquainted with facts, informs us that the
Young
Lady
’s Friend ;
principal part of the money is in U. States New Orleans.
Apprentice Wanted.
Kingsley’s Social Choir, Vol. 2 ;
of.the white population a battle was waged, Bank notes. His hatred of the monster, it
Ar. at Havre, 24th Jan. brig Horace, Foss, of
ANTED by the subscriber, an active,
Fourth Experiment of Living. Living
during which brick bats and other missiles seems, could not get the better of his interest. this port.
intelligent lad, from fourteen io six without means.
SPOKES.
flew about quite merrily. Some on both sides
N. Y. Express.
teen vears of age, as an. Apprentice to thetogether with an assortment of
Jan. 28, off Salters, ship York, of this port, 29,
•were knocked down.
_ . .
,
.
,
,
days from New Orleans—exchanged signals: CARDING & CLOTH DRESSING BU SCHOOL BOOKS & STATIONERY.
SINESS. Apply to
This day received by
Gov. Pomdexter has written a letter to the „¿h ship Othello, of Castine, for Liverpool
O^The Senate of the Un i ted States ad editor of the Richmond Whig, announcing j Dec. 12, lat. 38, ion. 4 50 E. brig Ganza, Wa
SAMUEL H. PIKE.
D. REMICIL.
journed without day, on Friday of last week. his recovery.
Wells, March 10, 1§37.
terhouse, from Gibraltar for Messina.
’
1 Kennebunk, March 17, 1837.
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or Nature’s GrandjGenial Auxiljary ; a specif
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old
POETRY
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency,.Indi
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness and
[From the Southern Literary Messenger.]
CHARLES HOLMAN, Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous affec
THY HOME AND MINE.
Nos. 9 Sf 10, Penhallow-street,
tions. It is also for sale by most of the
Is this thy home ? The wild woods wave
Portsmouth, (N. H.)
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines.
Their branches in the mountain breeze—
HAS prepared and constantly on hand
The following named persons are agents
And nature to thy mansion gave
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the for the above named medicines. In New
A treasure in those noble trees,
following ---Medicines
----------:—
rni v't.’ Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, LamHere flows a river bright anti pure
NATURE’S GRAND RESIORATIVEJ )fey River. (jrj Lamper, Hampton ,; UpAlong its silver-winding way,
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled ! ham & gerry) Rochester Plains ; James
While on its white and pebbled shore
for the following complaints, viz: Dyspep-1 pOgg, Ossipee ; Win. Gault, Concord ; Wm.
A fairy group of children play, ,
Here calm and clear looks heaven’s blue dome, sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Bill*oas I North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth;
This is thy lovely Highland home I
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, John
Wheeler, Asa A. Tufts, Dover;
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans-j D). w Norwood, Exeter ; John R. Red
This is thy home—at evening’s hour
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in '
Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckly, Keene,
A social band assemble here, ,
the side, stomach and breast, colds and j
^jassacbusettg) by H. Haselton, Haver
With converse sweet and music’s power,
coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short-1 h5[| . Elijah Ppi ter, No. 3,. Washington street,
To chase each gloomy thought of care,
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c, which i galem . Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill,
Affection’s gentle language speaks
In every eye thine eyes behold —
is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues Wm, Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M.
Here revels love on beauty’s cheeks
surpass any thing heretofore known in re- Mead,
,¥jeuU) Union
Vuiv,u st.
Bl. Boston. In .......
-j by Dr.
Maine,
And bids her braid her locks of gold.
moving St. Vitus’ Dance; two bottles have 3en;amin Phmimer, Bangor; Artemas CarJ
.
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.
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In search of bliss you need not roam—
been known to cure this afflicting disease, af-!
Runnells & Donharn, Portland
But this is not—is not my home !
ter having baffled every exertion for four | EIder Henry prost) Cornville; William
years. It has a most powerful influence in . Spring, Calais; Capt. James Albee, St. SteMy home is where the waters roll
removing nervous complaints.
It"is
pleasant
| • Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ;
Deep, wide and blue to ocean’s caves—
’.
oc,ciinf
vens
to take and in its operation so much so, that Samuel
,
How sweetly soothing to the soul
Adams, Cape Neddick ; Samuel
'ihe murmur of their dashing waves!
it may be administered to the infant with« Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wm. Gooch,
Oft has their music charmed mine ear
Wells p D. REMICH, Kennebuyk ; Oliver
safety.
.
,
At twilight’s soft and dewy hour—
Directions for receiving this or any other Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel GerWhen one I fondly love was near
of the following named medicines accom fish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; John
To feel with me its witching power,
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates Skeele, Sanford Corner ; Shelden Hobbs,
And watch the billows crown’d with foam,
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re North Berwick ; Enoch Goodale, Saco;
Break on thy walls, my lowland home !
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jesse
My home ! how soon that single word
Can cause regretful tears to flow !
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church Taylor, Norridgevvalk : Hauscomb & Quim
It thrills on feeling’s finest chord —
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.
Still does it make my bosom glow.
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.
ff/^All directions signed in the band wri
Oh what a fountain of delight
_ Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes ting of the proprietor.
Does that one little sound unseal !
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth,
Sept. 19,1836.
tf
When far away, to mern’ry’s sight
and” Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
What scenes of bliss does it reveal !
place ; which gentlemen it is well known
’Tis the voice of nature bids me come
To thy shrine of love—my own sweet home i here are as credible, respectable and competent witnesses as any persons in this commu
Wealth may be ours, and fame may spread
nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, ot
With trumpet-voice our names afar—
Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmei, ot
In honor’s cause we may have bled
Concord, N. IL, Mr. Ralph Smith, ot East
And braved the crimson tide of war—
Cambridge, Mass, and several other as reBut wealth, and fame, and glory’s crown
■S I Here is work for the ladies—hide
tles.” So ends the speech.
TLES.

the bot

Are bubbles which a breath may b<
As quickly as a breath hath blown ,-<4
They cannot slake the burning thir<^r
For happiness—for this we roam,
And this is only found at home !
E. A. S.

DR. CHASE’S TRUSSES,

PERSONS AFFLICTED WITH

Corns!

For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
Hernia or Rupture.
THIS article is the invention of Heber
ILL find in the use of the ALBION
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora
CORN PLASTER, one of the
ry member of the Philadelphia Medical foomost efficacious remedies known for that
cietv.
These instruments have been submitted fo troublesome complaint, as hundreds or
the test of experiment, in that city and other thousands can, and áre ready to testify, to its
places, for about 2 ypars, under the observa having answered a better purpose than any
tion of some of the first surgeons of that thing they had ever used. This application
place; whose unqualified recommendation never causes the least pain, although it sof
they have obtained, as being the best article tens the Corn and draws it out by the roots.
ever o tiered to the public : having been found, It gives immediate ease as soon/as applied,,
in a large proportion of the cases, not only to
afford immediate relief to that distressing and and is as thorough as it is gentle in its effects.
REMARKABLE CURES!
dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use
ffy^A gentleman near Greenfield writes :
to effect a radical cure : and thus render the
longer wearing of the instrument unnecessary. u It has cured a Corn, which for years had
The Committee of the Philadelphia Med caused me inconceivable pain and trou
ical Society, who were appointed to investi ble, (after trying various other remedies j)
gate the merits of the various instruments in and having received such relief myself, 1
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in
favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report, advise all, however obstinate the Complaint^
contained in the February No. of the Ameri to make trial of the Albion Corn Plaster,
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem and I have no doubt they will soon be as
bers of the medical profession are here re ready to express their gratitude as lam.”
An Agent, in writing for a further sup
ferred.
These instruments can only be used, with ply of the Albion Corn Plaster, observes—>
the greatest prospect of success, under the “ I have made sale of all you sent me, and
care of a person well acquainted with the An find the article to be all it professes to ber
atomy of the diseased parts.
7 hey are aL° highly recommended by as those who have used it find it to prove'
Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan & the best, article for corns they hace ever
Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio met with.
Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant
Price 50 cents a box with directions.
surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr.
THE BRITISH ANTISEPTIC
Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent
ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the
above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of
Renders the teeth beautifully and permathe American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi Jnemly white, embellishes the enamel', re
cine, that the confidence of the profession in 1 moves the foetor arising from decayed teethr
the utility and success of the insiriiment had
been increasing since the report of that com usually termed offensive breath, prevents
their decay, and tooth ache, eradicates the
mittee.
These instruments will be applied and fit scurvy from the gums, and imparts a most
desirable sweetness to the breath.
ted to each case by the subscriber.
BURLEIGH SMART.
ffy^An experienced druggist pronounces
Kennebunk, J^T, 1836.
this Tooth Powder one of the best he has
ever met with, either Foreign or Domestic.
iWedicines, Faiats aad Oil. Price 50 cents.
HAVING taken the stand formerly occu
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
(EFDR. RELFE’S PILLS
offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.
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Dentifrice 1

S|,eCHOLMAN’s'BONE OINTMENT.
This Ointment stands at the head of a l
remedies for the following diseases which
human nature is heir to, viz.
Rheumatism,
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand
—AMONG WHICH ARE—
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stilt
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es
temperance department
For Obstructions, Debility, Hypochon
ECKWITH
’
S
ANTI-DYSPEPTIC
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
PILLS have been long and favorably teemed article for all kinds of' h’J^iors and dria, Green Sickness, Giddiness and Pal
.
Chronic Rheumatism ;
—
[From the American Pastor’s Journal.]
I lar action.
pitation of the Heart, Bad Digestion,
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. known in the Southern States, and have been
English Extract of the san(Q? article ;
Loathing of Food, and Pains of the Stom
“ HIDE THE BOTTLES.”
] Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed most successfully employed in almost every
Marshall’s do.
‘do.,;
variety of functional disorder of the Stomach,
ach. The pills purify and promote a brisk
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine
From the report of the Rev. H. Woods, Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, Bowels, Liver and Spleen ; such as heart
suppuration or matter forming, and
circulation of the blood, when become slug
Cinchonine and Sulphate Quinine ;
missionary of the A. H. M. S. in Ar- prevents
I
gives in all cases immediate ease from pam. burn, acid eructations,, nausea, headache,
gish and obstructed from the foregoing dis
Morphine, and Sulphate do. ;
kansas Territory.
’Certificates of this tact could be given if ne pain and distention of the Stomach and Bow
Cough Lozenges and Jujube Paste fash
On tffe 4th of July we had our temper- ,cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub els, incipient Diarrhea, Colic, Jaundice, Flat ionable articles for coughs and sorts throats ; orders, revive the regular habits of the un
healthy female, whose sickly and pallid
ance meeting. Our number of members is lic with the full assurance that it far excels ulence, habitual costiveness, loss of appe
Swaim’s Vermifuge ;
countenance becomes re-animated, and fresh
now 50. If you have any curiosity to know the opodeldocs and liniments of the present tite, sick h’eadaeh, sea-sickness, &c. &c.
Tooth Ache Drops ;
They are a safe and comfortable aperi
ens with the natural glow of restored health.
what kind of speeches we make in A. T. day, for the above diseases.—A trial is only ent for Females during pregnancy and sub
Balsam of Honey—for soreness aqd weak
They are equally conducive to the health of
1 will give you the substance of a part of wanted to give it the decided preference to sequent confinement, relieving sickness at the ness of the stomach and lungs ;
every thing else. Many physicians of em
married.Kt^es, except in cases of pregnancy
Lignum
Vitse
Wo&d
;
China
Rout
;
Sassa

one delivered at our temperance meeting.
stomach, headach, heartburn and many of
When the Speaker came to address the inence have used this ointment and extol its the incidental nervous affections. Literary fras bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub or Consumption, when they must not be
stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the taken.
ladies, he said, “ Ladies frequently tell us 'merits.
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car men, students and most other persons of se
Price $1 50 per box.
they need not join the temperance society, riage maker, of Portsmouth,of the cure of his dentary habits, find them very convenient. skin and liver ;
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ,
they can do no good. The vice president daughter ofa contracted knee, accompanies Those who indulge too freely in the pleas
ffJr’None are genuine unless signed T.
Witch Hazel leaves and Rosemary rootures of the Table find speedy relief from the
recollects that he and I staid a night with and envelopes each vial.
KIDDER, on the wrapper, (sole Proprie
used for internal humors ;
sense
of
oppression
and
distension
which
fol

Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
our old friend Wideman, who was one of
Pulverized Bayberry root bark ;
ty and successor to Dr. Conway7y
,) by
low, by taking the Pills. As a dinner Pill
the first settlers in this region. He told us, preparation accompany each box. This oint they are invaluable. Those who are drink
Saxon Liquid Blueing—for blueing linen vhom they are for sale, at his Counting
that when he settled in this country, 15 or ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It ing mineral waters, and particularly those clothes or dyeing ;
£ oom, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in
Buchu leaves, and in powder-a celeb'„>ted L
speC)al appointmentj bv
20 years ago, the Indians had not left their gredients, so common in many ofthe popular from southern climates and ague and fever
.
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk
old hunting grounds ; and for a good while ointments in use.
districts, will find them a valuable adjunct. art'olef7.Unnaryd1sSses;v
they were almost the only neighbors he
Vegetable Elixir.-—This Elixir is useful in Those who are exposed to the vicissitudes of
had. They were as kind and hospitable as all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied weather, on voyages or journeys, can take
LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Chemic
any he ever had. At length some mean externally. Directions accompany and envel them at all times with perfect safety. In full Preparations
doses, they are a highly efficacious and safe
als,
&c.
white men got in the habit of selling whis ope each vial.
The National Arithmetic.
,
Anti-bilious medicine.“ They seldom or n$vEnglish Confection of Senna—a pleasant
key to the Indians, and cheating them out of Find Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There er produce sickness at the stomach or griping.
NEW Stereotype editi
edition of the above
A
Laxative ;
’ i corrections and
their skins and fur. But the foolish crea never was an article introduced into the
-¿K valuable wuk, with
The following Testimonials, of the claims
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
“healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
tures ! they would buy it I
The conse cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, of these Pitts to public patronage, have been
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills ; improvements, has Just been published by
combining the
Robert S. Dav’^s>, Boston,? comb
quence was, they became very quarrelsome inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma selected ‘from many of similar import, recent
Female
j?
e in aie ana
and oiuinuvuiu
Stomachic Pills
i iu& :
The latter of which is a very efficient and Ì Arr^iic and S mhetic Methods, ir vhich
and troublesome neighbors. He said how tions generally. The Poultice is made in the ly furnished.
principles of Arithmetic are e ained
ever, that al length he went to those ivhis- ordinary way as you would any other poul From the Rt. Rev. Levi S. Ives, D. D., Bishop pleasant remedy for most of thè Bilious and ; the
; __________
Stomachic derangements which are fashion* japd
illustrated hi, a perspicuous and miliar
key traders, and told them if they did not tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
of North Carolina.
/fanner ; ----containing
also'practical
ably
termed
liver
complaints
;
•------------------- systems of
case
may
require.
There
is
another
kind
“
Raleigh,
March
2,
1835.
I <*í/l zi w» e. « 1
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quit selling whiskey to the Indians, he
The
Stomachic
pills
generally
increase
the
Mensuration
of
bufMrficies
and
Gu;
which
is
called
superfine
for
internal
use.
All
“ Having, for the last three years, been in appetite, when deficient; cleanse and ! ging, Geometry and By k-Keej sohds,
would give them a prodigious whipping,
g, by single
cig,
sing
and this put a stop to it.
But, ladies, the may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol timately acquainted with Dr. John Beck strengthen the stomach and regulate ilia i
double entry ; forming a com;píete Merman, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
with, of this city, and enjoyed his profession
„ *•
cuuuic
xvi iiumcuv ;, designed
ucoigucu for
iui -?c!
schools <1114
part of the story I liked best, was this ; that
cah
’tile Arithmetic
Superline Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti al services, I take pleasure in stating that his bowels.
academies—by Benjamin GreeiUeaf, A. M.
when the men got to drinking, and quar cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar character as a Christian gentleman and expe
Head ache and Pile Pills;
C t I Preceptor of Bradford Academy.
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in th.
reling, and fighting, the squaws would hide rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump rienced Physician entitles his testimony, in
This work contains much practical infor.
THE BOTTLES.
tion, inflammation ot the stomach, bowels, regard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, back, weakness at the stomach
I
mation
relating to foreign and domes?? busiAnodyne
Liniment
:
one
of
tb^i1
« 1 wish to offer a few reflections on this throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external to the entire confidence of the Public, My nal applications for Rheumatics J j'*)ther ] nesstransactions, being well adapted both far
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, experience of the good effects of these Pills,
story :
the merchant and mechanic. A complete apains and stiffness ;
“ 1. Mr. W. called the white men who biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This for two years past, satisfies me of their emi
nalysis, or mathematical demonstration, hasCrude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
medicine
is
recommended
by
the
first
medi

nent
value,
particularly
in
aiding
an
impaired
sold whiskey to the Indians, mean men.
been given of all the principal Rules. As
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
cal gentlemen in our country for the above digestion and warding off bilious attacks.
much mental arithmetic has been introduced,
He regarded them as treating him and the complaints. Directions to each package.
German
Loco
Focos
;
Having been for a long time subject to the
as
was deemed necessary for students gener
Indians both badly. Well if it is a mean
London
Lueifers,
warranted
;
Dr. Holman’s Cough Syrup.—This cough annual recurrence of such attacks, 1 was in
ally. It also contains much original matter,
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid ; ,
thing for a white man to sell whiskey to a Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos the habit of resorting for security against
Prot Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxide do» particularly the method of adding and sub
red man, why not mean to sell it to a white ening a hard dry cough, and for those who them, and with very partial success, to a lib
tracting fractions that have a common nu
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do. ;
,
man? It has the same effect on both.— are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val eral use of Calomel or Blue Pill. But since
merator.
Phosphoric
Acid
;
Oxalic
do.
for
|]ea^ng
uable
for
children,
in
cases
of
whooping
my
acquaintance
with
the
Anti-dyspeptic
White men, as well as red men, get drunk,
It is believed that no similar work, of the
brass
with
one
quarter
of
the
labor
Pill of Dr. Beckwith, which he prescribed in
and quarrel and fight ; and they are as trou cough, chin cough, &c.
same
compass, has so much valuable matter;
Iodine
and
Hydriodate
Potassa;
Directions.—For grown persons, take from the first instance himself, I have not been
blesome to their wives and neighbors as red
and
from
the many testimonials of approba
Compound
Syrup
of
Sarsaparilla
;
two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re under the necessity of using Mercury in any
tion which the author of this work has remen are.
quire. Children from one to two teaspoons- form, besides being wholly exempt from bil Nursing Bottles and Tubes ; Nipple s|/ells i ceived from teachers of distinction, the Pub« 2. < The foolish creatures I they would full.
ious attacks. Several members of my family and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glar es ; ' Usher has great confidence in presenting it to
buy it !’ If an Indian is a fool because he
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal are experiencing the same beneficial effects. Bed pans and Urinals; Issue Peas ; Hat the attention of teachers, school committees,
case for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beater’s
will buy whiskey that costs high, does him culated to correct the bile and create an ap
“L. S. IVES.”
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial and all interested in the cause of education.
no good, causes him to disturb his neighbors petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and
For sale, at the Publisher’s prices, by the
wounds.
and distress the squaws, why is not a white may be freely used both as a restorative and
D. REMICH.
From ihe Rev. F. L. Hawks, D. D.
Lip Salve— warranted to cure common sore dozen or single copy, by
to
prevent
disease.
Directions
with
the
vial.
man a fool when he buys whiskey that treats
Kennebunk, Feb. 4, 1837.
lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual
New-York, February 3, 1836.
Holnian
’
s
Drops
for
Fits.
—
A.
great
number
him as badly ?
1
“ I have no knowledge, derived from ex for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va
Farm for Sale,
“ 3. ‘ These white men cheated the In rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases perience, of the effi'cacy of Dr. Beckwith’s sores.
Q ITU A TED in the
dians out of their skins and fur.’ If Indians of falling sickness, have been radically cured Pills ; but I know that some of my personal
Indian Oil and Antique do.—for the hair ;
O town of York, on
Indian Dye—for coloring the hair ;
who buy whiskey are cheated, why are not by a proper use of this medicine. Directions friends in North-Carolina, whom I left, some
Ground Root Hill, (so
Otto
of
Rose
Soap
—
a
very
fine
article
for
white men when they make the purchase ? accompany each vial.
years ago, suffering severely under Dyspep
called) about two miles
Holman’s Essence of Cai/enne.—This truly sia, Were in good health when I saw them the Toilet ;
The Indians give their things for that which
from Cape Neddick Harbour. Said farm con
Camphor Soap—for improving the skin ; tains about one hundred and thirty acres, of
is not a fair equivalent. So do white men ; valuable and pleasant preparation possesses on a visit, made a few months since, and all
Cream of Amber—for pimpled faces ;
which thirty five is tillage, fifty-five is pastur
and whv ? they are deceived—they think every possible advantage over that in its ascribed their recovery to the use of Beck
Chemical Ink—for metallic pens.
crude
state.
with
’
s
Pills.
ing and forty wood land, with a double house
they are getting something ; bnl no ! ’tis
Groceries.
“ I know that the certificates obtained by
and large barn, built new within the last five
Dr. Holman’s Cough Powder.—This cough
worse than nothing —a complete cheat !
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
the Doctor, in North-Carolina, are from gen
years, a large orchard and a good well of wa
Yes, a more complete cheat than if they had powder is a most valuable remedy for co<n- tlemen of the highest respectability, and sev
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil ofNutmegs ;
ter, never known to fail in the severest
raon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of
bought a horse with a big head, or big shoul long standing. It has been long tested and is eral of them stated to me verbally that which
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
drought. Also, one half of a SAW MILL.
Extract of Mace—for richness and delicacy
der. The horse if he will do them no recommended to the public as one of the is contained in their published certificates. I
The above farm is as good soil as can be
of flavor superior to any spice in use ;
have the most entire confidence in them.
good, will do them no harm.
found in the State. It will stand the drought
most valuable medicines now in use.
Extract of Orange and Lemon ;
“ 1 also know Dr. Beckwith, and have
and frost longer than any other farm in the
«4. How did Mr. W. act ? Some
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in moEssence of Rose and Rose water ; Ginger ; vicinity. For further particulars enquire of
known him from my boyhood ; and I cheer
would say, ‘ you ought to.whip the Indians, | lasses on going to bed.
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root ;
SAMUEL ADAMS, Esq. Cape Neddick
the drunken rascals '/■ He, though a stout i Dr. Holman’s Jaundice Powders.—This fully state with Bishop Ives, ‘ that his char
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior article Corner.
acter as a Christian gentleman and experien
man, perhaps thought this would be*too1! powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara- ced Physician entitles his testimony, in re for pies ;
Dec. 24,1836.
mucn
ijmiimg for
mi his
in» wunuiu
much fighting
comfort. IHe conclu-j tiohs now in use for this distressing complaint, gard to the use of his Anti-dyspeptic Pills, to
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
ded the shortest way and the right way, i It warrhs and cleanses a foul stomach, and the entire confidence of the Public?
ECTORAL BALSAM—or Cough Drop®
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use
—an excellent article for coughs and
of invalids.
BURLEIGH SMART.
“ F. L. HAWKS.”
would be to whip the mean white man that i produces a healthy state ofthe bile.
colds—warranted to relieve any recent cough
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
eply«
caused the trouble. Weil, if it is right to
For
sale
in
New-York
by
Leavitt,
Lord
&
from a common cold and to mitigate those
whip a white man for selling whiskey to panied with great debility, was recently cured Co. 180, Broadway; Boston, B. B. Muzzey ;
NOTICE.
of a consumptive character. For sale by
in this place, in the course of three days, by
Indians, why not whip him for selling it to the powder. Directions with the box.
Portsmouth, N. H. Brackett Hutchings ; Do
HE subscriber having contracted with
B. SMART.
ver, Asa A. Tufts ; E. Goodale, Saco, Me.;
the town of Kennebunk, to support
white men I
Kennebunk, Jan. 7, 1837.
Also a very general assortment of medicin Benjamin
Johnson, Alfred ; Daniel Remich,
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
“ 5. How did the squaws act ? Did they al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro Alimins & Children’« Books.
say they could do nothing ? No. They hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo Kennebunk.
General Agent,
vision for them at the Alms-House, and here
LOT of ALBUMS, different sizes« with
felt they had almost every thing to do.— dating prices on commission or other ar
HENRY
D. TURNER,
by forbids all persons harboring or trusting ( jlj*. and
aim without
win
plates—some of them eleThey hid the bottles. Were it not for the rangement, as at any other large establish
180, Broadway, New-York.
any of the Paupers of said town on his ac- gantly bound,
ment
in
the
Union.
agency of the mean mep who sell whiskey,
A very large assortment of CHILDREN’S'
count or on account of the town, as he will
the ladies could soon put an end to the evils
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
BOOKS--from one cent to. one dollar each.
pay no bill for their support.
Clear Pork,
of intemperance. ’T,is true they can’t whip uable medicine,
JAMES WARREN.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
OR sale by
WILLIAM LORD.
Kennebunk, Feb. 10,1837.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836»
Feb. 24,1837.
the mean men, but they can hide the bottles» FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,

For Females!
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